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Creep resistant weld without
post−weld heat treatment
Manufacture of alloys
Predictions and measurements of
transformation characterstics and microstructure
Stability to tempering Possible redesign
heat treatments
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Butt joint V − joint Double V− joint
L − joint Lap jointT− joint
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HP - High Pressure Turbine
IP - Intermediate Pressure Turbine
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σf  − Fracture stress
− Ultimate tensile stress

















































Correction due to necking
− Yield stress
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0.5 wt% Mn 
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Many  fine inclusions
Few coarse  inclusions
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è 1.9 wt% MnWeldmetal
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 0.50 Mn ì
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harpy toughness / J1.5 wt% Mn
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Toughness c
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Low C ~ 0.06 wt%Y
HardenabilityZ
B addition[ High WZ
V, Nb, B\




Max. HV < 350`
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 HCM2S steel water quenched
 New weld  metal water quenched
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 HCM2S steel water quenched
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Reduction in area / %
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C 0.5 wt% Mnc
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